








The aim of this work is to create project of Educational cycle trail in rarely visited areas in 
the protected landscape area in Broumovsko. The main outcome of this work is a brochure 
which should be easily accesible in Toutist Information Centres in the area as well as on 




The first part of this work analyzes accessible information found in printed and internet 
sources and gained thanks to dialogues with specialists working in PLA Broumovsko. 
Afterwards these gained information and facts were organized and used for selecting 
material for two educational cycle trail and also the path was defined. 
In the second part I worked on the evaluation of these two paths in the form of 
questionnaire, which was distributed to those who rode their bikes along the educational 
cycle trails. 
 
On the basis of dialogues with experts dealing with the protected landscape area, such as 
people working in the administration of the PLA and people engaged in travel tourism 
organizations in this PLA, I made an analysis of the current situation in the protected area 
and afterwards, analysis of a possible contribution of this work. Then two brochures, each 




The results of this work are a suggestion of two Educational cycle trail with their possible 
options in the protected landscape area Broumovsko. These two suggested tracks are adopt 
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into two information brochures that are ready to be used and which can be offered to 
tourists in the area through Tourist Information Centers and via Internet, on specific 




Educational trail, bicycle trail, bicycle track, Broumovsko, protected landscape area, 
cycling.  
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